My Careers In Science

By moses
Career 1: Astronomer

Area of Study: Space

Education needed: Physics & Astrophysics

Average Salary: $48K-$140K

Extra info: also get to do study of galaxies
Career 2: Ethologist

Area of Study: Animal behavior

Education needed: Animal Science biology & more

Average Salary: 57,710 per year

Extra info: this job is very important
What’s different?

Career 1

- Not much air
- Harder to make a discovery

Career 2

- Deals with life
- Helps people with pets
- Also helps animal shelters & zoo’s
What’s the same?

- Both dangerous
- Both are answer the unanswerable questions
- Could involve death
There are tons of differences for both of these jobs but I think they can be more similar sometimes too. The greatest part about these jobs is that you get to know more than the average human being. It’s pretty fun to learn about this stuff a lot. After all I did learn a lot about stuff I did not know like the existence of an Ethologist I didn’t even know that was a thing.
However there is a ton of differences as well. And they are pretty obvious to spot. Such as being a astronomer is learning about space while a Ethologist thinks about what the animal is going to do next. Or the fact that a ethologist has to study things on earth while a astronomer has to study space. It’s fascinating how different but the same the science career’s can be.
Whelp this has been my slide show

Thank for watching
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